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Dear Ms. Bladey,

Earthjustice submits these comments on behalf of the Concerned Citizens of Honolulu in
response to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's ("NRC's") December 6, 2010 request for
comment on the Draft Supplement to the Environmental Assessment for the Proposed Pa'ina
Hawaii, LLC Irradiator in Honolulu, HI ("Draft Supplement"). See 75 Fed. Reg. 75,704 (Dec. 6,
2010). In preparing these comments, Earthjustice was assisted by Drs. George Pararas-
Carayannis and Marvin Resnikoff, experts who have submitted substanýtial testimony in
proceedings before the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board (Board) regarding Pa'ina's proposal
to construct and operate a cobalt-60 ("Co-60") irradiator at 134 Palekona Street, immediately
adjacent to Honolulu International Airport (Docket No. 30-36974). Dr. Pararas-Carayannis
prepared a separate report critiquing aspects of the Draft Supplement within his area of
expertise, which we have enclosed and hereby incorporate by reference.

Pa'ina Is Moving Forward With An Irradiator In Kunia

Before turning to our concerns about the Draft Supplement's deficiencies, it is important
to note that the Airport site is no longer Pa'ina's sole preferred alternative. Throughout this
proceeding, the NRC Staff has operated under the erroneous assumpti0n that, in examining
alternatives pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), it must defer to the
applicant's preferences with respect to site selection. The Commission's July 8, 2010
Memorandum and Order made clear that the NRC "do[es] not defer absolutely" to a license
applicant's preferences," including "an applicant's site preferences." CLI-10-18, slip op. at 31.
Nonetheless.given that the NRC "accord[s] substantial weight to a license applicant's
preferences," the record should reflect that constructing and operating ,an irradiator in Kunia is
not only a reasonable and feasiblýý'alternative, but one that Pa'ina is actively pursuing. Id.
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On December 20, 2010, the City and County of Honolulu's Department of Planning and
Permitting (DPP) approved Pa'ina's application for a Conditional Use Permit-Major to allow the
operation of a Co-60 irradiator at 92-1780 Kunia Road, a short distance from the Kunia Road
alternative analyzed in the Draft Supplement (Alternative Site #2). See Permit No. 2010/CUP-
41 (enclosed).1 The Kunia Road site's landowner, the Hawaii Agricultural Research Center,
actively supports housing the irradiator on its property and submitted testimony to DPP urging
issuance of the conditional use permit. The Kunia alternative is, therefore, far more feasible
than the Airport location, where, despite years of effort, Pa'ina has yet to secure a lease.
Moreover, as noted in Dr. Pararas-Carayannis' report, a site in Kunia would be far safer for
operating the irradiator than the initially proposed Airport site.

The Draft Supplement Fails To Provide Meaningful Information About How The Alternatives
Would Alter The Environmental Impacts And Cost-Benefit Balance

In upholding the Board's Initial Decision, the Commission stressed that, "[elven when a
proposed action does not require preparation of an [environmental impact statement], the
'consideration of alternatives remains critical to the goals of NEPA.'" CLI-10-18, slip op. at 23
(quoting Bob Marshall Alliance v. Hodel, 852 F.2d 1223, 1228-29 (9 th Cirn 1988), cert. denied, 489
U.S. 1066 (1989)). The Ninth Circuit has explained that NEPA's goal "is to ensure 'that federal
agencies infuse in project planning a thorough consideration of envirotimental values.!" Bob
Marshall Alliance. 852 F.2d at 1228 (quoting Conner v. Burford. 836 F.2d 1521, 1532 (9"
Cir.1988)). "The consideration of alternatives requirement furthers that goal by guaranteeing
that agency decisionmakers '[have] before [them] and take I] into proper account all possible
approaches to a particular project ... which would alter the environmenktal impact and the cost-
benefit balance."' Id. (quoting Calvert Cliffs' Coordinating Comm. v. U~nited States Atomic
Energy Comm'n 449 F.2d 1109, 1114 (D.C. Cir. 1971)). "NEPA's requirement that alternatives
be studied, developed, and described both guides the substance of environmental
decisionmaking and provides evidence that the mandated decisionmaking process has actually
taken place." Id.

The Draft Supplement's fundamental problem is that it fails to provide any meaningful
analysis of how the various alternatives under consideration would "aler the environmental
impact and the cost-benefit balance." Id. Thus, in examining the e-beatn irradiator alternative,
the Draft Supplement states that, "[allthough an e-beam irradiator does not require the use of
NRC-licensed material, the impacts of an e-beam irradiator would not be significantly different
than those associated with a Co-60 irradiator." Draft Supplement at 181L This conclusion sweeps
under the rug major differences between the potential impacts associated with operation of the
two types of facilities, which NEPA mandates must be clearly disclosed.

'Pa'ina represented to DPP that, upon approval of the permit, it would file an
application with the NRC for the Kunia Road site. See id. at 4.
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Because the e-beam irradiator does not use any nuclear materialý implementing this
alternative would reduce to zero the risk that nuclear material would bý released during
transport to and from the irradiator or as a result of an aviation accident or natural disaster.
Draft Supplement at 18. Moreover, it would completely eliminate threa~ts from terrorist attack.
Id. Even if the Staff were correct in concluding that the potential for significant impacts from
such events would be remote with a Co-60 irradiator, there is a big difference between an
insignificant environmental impact and one that is non-existent. See River Road Alliance, Inc. v.
Corps of Eng'rs of U.S. Army, 764 F.2d 445, 452 (7th Cir. 1985) ("nonsignrificant impact does not
equal no impact").

To pass legal muster, the supplement to the Pa'ina environmental assessment (EA) must
clearly identify the differences in environmental impacts and cost-benefit between pursuing the
Co-60 alternative and the e-beam alternative. The Draft Supplement's assertion that impacts
from "abnormal events" would be "small" in both cases is unsubstanti~ted and misleads the
public into thinking that either alternative would present the same threats. Draft Supplement at
19. In truth, pursuing the e-beam alternative would eliminate all threats from abnormal events,
while pursuing a Co-60 alternative would leave the public at risk. While the nuclear alternative
may be good for Pa'ina's bottom line, the public at large has no reason Io take on the
unnecessary risks associated with using radioactive material to accomp~ish the project's goals.
See id, at 17 (concluding that both e-beam irradiator and Co-60 irradiator would have the same,
insignificant beneficial impacts). To comply with NEPA, the final EA Supplement must clearly
communicate that information, "provid[ing] evidence that the mandate i decisionmaking
processhas actually taken place." Bob Marshall Alliance, 852 F.2d at 1228.

The Draft Supplement's discussion of alternate sites is similarly flawed. As Dr. Pararas-
Carayannis discusses at length in his report, there is no basis for the Staf's claim that potential
impacts from natural phenomena at the Airport location and at the five! alternate sites "would
not be significantly different." Draft Supplement at 44. On the contrary, as Dr. Pararas-
Carayannis demonstrates, all five of the alternate sites would be substantially safer from natural
disasters than the Airport location. Moreover, there are significant differences in the
vulnerability of the alternate sites to natural phenomena, with the Kunioa site by far the safest.
To satisfy NEPA's requirement to "enable[I an agency, and the public it serves, to evaluate
whether the government has other options it could take that might be lss damaging to the
natural environment," the Staff must revise its analysis to communicate clearly the differences
between each site's vulnerability to natural disasters. Soda Mountain Wilderness Council v.
Norton, 424 F. Supp. 2d 1241, 1263 (E.D. Cal. 2006).

The Draft Supplement also fails to provide accurate information to permit the NRC and
the public to compare the threats posed by aviation accidents at the various alternate locations.
Specifically, the Draft Supplement asserts that "the aircraft crash frequency" at the Kunia site
(1.1 x 10-) is only one order of magnitude less than at the Airport site (2.1 x 10"4). Draft
Supplement at 39. This claim is misleading and flawed in many respects.

In its comments on the Staff's initial Draft EA, Concerned Citizens enclosed a February
7, 2007 report by Dr. Resnikoff analyzing the probability of aircraft impact into the proposed
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irradiator (available on ADAMS at ML070470615). In that analysis, Dr. R:esnikoff concluded,
applying Department of Energy methodology, that moving the proposed irradiator over ten
miles from the center of Honolulu International Airport's runways woild decrease by a factor
of 1,000 the expected frequency of an aircraft striking the irradiator. The Kunia site is located
over twenty miles from those runways, yet the Staff concluded that crash frequency would
decrease by only a factor of 20. See Draft Supplement at 20, 39. The Stoff apparently arrived at
its relatively much higher estimate of crash frequency at the Kunia site by including in its
calculations not only airplane operations from the Honolulu airport, but also over 70,000
helicopter flights from various other facilities around O'ahu. See Draft $upplement at 27-28,
38.2

If that is the case, the Staff's analysis mixed apples and oranges. During lengthy
proceedings before the Board, the Staff disputed whether, even if an aixkcraft were to strike the
irradiator, it would do any damage to the irradiator pool, which consists of concrete
sandwiched between sheets of steel. Dr. Resnikoff demonstrated, through detailed calculations,
that the shaft from a large, commercial jet engine would have enough force to puncture the wall
of the irradiator pool.3 The Draft Supplement presents no similar analysis to suggest that a
helicopter crash would cause damage to the irradiator pool in any waysimilar to that caused by
the jet engine shaft of the large commercial jets that use the runways at Honolulu International
Airport.

To satisfy NEPA, the Staff must provide accurate information about the relative threats
from aviation accidents at the various alternate sites. A proper analysi4 of potential impacts
must factor in the different threats posed by the different types of aircraft flying over the
locations under consideration, rather than assume - without any factual support - that the
effects of a helicopter crash would be the same as those from the crash of a wide-body jet. A
proper analysis may well conclude that, due to its distance from the laTre jets that take off and
land at Honolulu International Airport, the Kunia site would be the safest from aviation
accidents, rather than the Halawa Valley site, as asserted in the Draft Sppplement. See Draft

2 While the Staff made available in the hearing file calculations of crash frequencies for
the other four alternate sites (available on ADAMS at ML103360465), itfailed to provide any
calculations for its estimate of crash frequencies at the Kunia site. Accdrdingly, Concerned
Citizens and other interested members of the public have no way to ascertain how the Staff
came up the estimate reported in the Draft Supplement, in violation of NEPA. See Klamath-
Siskiyou Wilderness Center v. Bureau of Land Management, 387 F.3d 989,996 ( 9 th Cir. 2004)
("NEPA documents are inadequate if they contain only narratives of expert opinions"); Idaho
Sporting Cong. v. Thomas, 137 F.3d 1146, 1150 (9 th Cir. 1998) ("NEPA requires that the public
receive the underlying environmental data from which [the NRC's exports] derived [their]
opinion").

3 Dr. Resnikoff's analysis is contained in two declarations submitted in support of
Concerned Citizens' Amended Safety Contention 7 and are available on ADAMS at
ML081280484 and ML081550424.
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Supplement at 39. There is, however, no way of knowing until the Staff fulfills its obligation
under NEPA to take the requisite hard look.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide these comments which hopefully will prompt
the NRC staff to address the fatal flaws in the Draft Supplement's alternatives analysis. As the
Ninth Circuit has emphasized, "[informed and meaningful consideratipn of alternatives ... is
... an integral part of [NEPA's] statutory scheme." Bob Marshall Alliance, 852 F.2d at 1228.

Please feel free to contact me should you wish to discuss our concerns.

Sincerely,

David Lane Henkiri
Staff Attorney

DLH/tt
Enclosures
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INTRODUCTION

The following is an evaluation of alternate sites proposed for the construction and operation of the
Pai'na, Hawaii, LCC underwater irradiator in Honolulu, Hawaii. The evaluation was prepared in
response to the December 2010 Draft Supplement to the Environmental Assessment (EA) of the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) which assesses the environmental impacts from (1)
transportation accidents involving shipments of cobalt-60 (Co-60) sources to and from Pa'ina's
irradiator, (2) the alternative technology of electron-beam (e-beam) irradiation and (3) construction
and operation of a Co-60 irradiator at one of five alternative sites. This response addresses only the
environmental impacts related to natural phenomena (earthquakes, tsunamis, and hurricanes) at the
alternate sites, as compared to the originally proposed site at 192 Palekona Street.

BRIEF DISCUSSION OF PREVIOUS FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

In our previous report submitted to NRC we provided a detailed analysis of the potential impact
natural disasters could have on the originally proposed site at Palekona Street near the Honolulu
International Airport. Included in our report and subsequent supplementary statements were
recommendations for protective and preventive measures that could minimize adverse environmental
impacts associated with the proposed facility (at any site) and help safeguard the lives of employees
and the public in general. Our disaster risk assessment for the proposed Palekona Street site was based
on all available government databases, institutional reports and public records, including the
background materials provided by Pa'ina Hawaii, LLC's application to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC).

In assessing the vulnerability of the proposed Pa'ina irradiator at the originally proposed site on
Palekona Street, we included a description of past disaster events, as well as their geographical
delineation and distribution. Specifically, we documented the potential impacts and vulnerability of
the site to tsunami, hurricane and storm surges, earthquakes, volcanic hazards and other miscellaneous
weather related hazards (thunderstorms, strong winds, tornadoes, downbursts, storms, swells and
other waves as well as flooding and landslides). Additionally, we provided assessment of potential
risks to public health and safety due to other environmental collateral impacts. We cautioned that site
selection for housing the irradiator source and the radiation-shielding pool demanded careful review
of even the most remote of the natural and man-made disaster risks which could damage the structure,
affect operations, or compromise public safety. Specifically, we pointed out that failure of the shield
pool or spillage of the coolant due to the direct or collateral impact of a natural hazard such as
tsunami, hurricane, earthquake, or some other phenomenon could have adverse impact on public
safety. Finally, we provided recommendations for protective and preventive measures that must be
taken to minimize potential disaster impacts and collateral damages and assure preparedness and
safety.

In reviewing the safety of the originally proposed site at Palekona Street, we were particularly
concerned about its location being within the designated tsunami evacuation zone, adjacent to the
Honolulu International Airport, in close proximity to the reef and other runaways, and about 375 feet
from the shoreline of Keehi Lagoon - where potential hurricane surge inundation would be expected
to be greater. Also, we were concerned that the site was in an area of extensive land reclamation
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which was underlain by an eight-foot-thick zone of fill consisting of silty sand and gravel which,
below the more firm upper three feet of fill, was soft or very loose to at least a depth of about 24.5
feet. Furthermore the ground water at the site was intercepted at an average depth of about eight feet,
near the contact between the fill and the marine soils. Given these soil conditions, and in spite of
intended conformance with existing building codes in constructing the irradiator, we were concerned
about possible ground liquefaction during seismic events - however infrequent such events may be.
Thus, given the vulnerability of the proposed irradiator at the Palekona Street site at an elevation of
only 5-6 feet from MSL but less than 3 feet during the highest spring tide, its proximity to Keehi
Lagoon shoreline and based on past tsunami run up in the general area, we concluded that the
proposed site was marginal for a critical structure and operation of the Cobalt 60 Irradiator.

Figure 1. Aerial Photo of the Initially Proposed Pa'ina Irradiator Site near the Reef Runway of the
Honolulu International Airport.

Fig. 2. Originally proposed site at 192 Palekona Stree
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We determined that the site could be particularly vulnerable to potential flooding by future hurricane
surges and tsunamis. Even assuming good engineering design and practices, common sense alone
dictated that siting such a critical structure in such a vulnerable environment represented a substantial
risk that needed not be taken, particularly when safer locations - outside the tsunami evacuation zone,
away from threats of hurricane storm surge and on solid ground - existed that would minimize or
entirely avoid the risks and assure greater protection of public safety. Our final recommendation was
that a site further inland and at a higher elevation - and if possible away. from dense urban
surroundings - would be much safer.

In the December 2010 Draft Supplement to the Environmental Assessment (EA) of the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC), the NRC staff finally considered alternate safer sites for the
installation of the irradiator. While we agree with much of the Draft EA Supplement's analysis
regarding potential impacts at these sites from natural phenomena (earthquakes, tsunamis, and
hurricanes), we strongly disagree with its final conclusion that the environmental impacts from natural
phenomena (at the five alternate sites would not be significantly different than those associated with
the proposed site. In fact, as discussed below, the alternate sites would be more protected from natural
disasters than the Palekona Street, with the Kunia site being the safest option. In the final version of
the Supplement to the EA, the NRC Staff should revise its analysis to disclose the differences in risks
associated with the various site alternatives.

DISCUSSION OF THE DECEMBER 2010 DRAFT SUPPLEMENT TO THE
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT (EA)

Section 4.7 entitled "Summary - Alternative Sites Analysis", of the Draft EA Supplement states:

"The NRC Staff has prepared this section of the Draft Supplement to the EA to address the
environmental impacts of the Co-60 irradiator, if constructed and operated as described in
the proposed action, but if located at alternative sites. The NRC Staff has determined that the
environmental impacts of a Co-60 irradiator would be small for each resource area during
normal construction and operation. The NRC Staff has also found that impacts from aircraft
crashes, natural phenomena (earthquakes, tsunamis, and hurricanes), and acts of terrorism
would be small and would not be significantly different than those associated with the
proposed site. For these reasons, the NRC Staff concludes that the environmental impacts at
alternative sites generally would be similar to those at the proposed site and the five other
sites the Staff considered. The Staff therefore finds no reason to expand its alternative sites
analysis beyond five sites ".

As noted above, we disagree with the conclusion that the environmental impacts from natural
phenomena (earthquakes, tsunamis, and hurricanes) at the five other alternate sites would not be
significantly different than those associated with the proposed site. Examination of the alternate sites
indicates that the environmental impacts will differ in varying degrees from those associated with the
originally proposed site at 192 Palekona Street (Fig. 1 & 2) and that any of the other five sites would
be a safer choice.
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In support of our disagreement with the Draft EA Supplement conclusion that "the environmental
impacts at alternative sites generally would be similar to those at the proposed site and the five other
sites the Staff considered", we must reiterate the specific environmental impacts that make the
Palekona Street site substantially less safe. As we indicated, our assessment was reached only after
comprehensive research and analysis of all existing data and parameters relevant to potential
environmental impacts which were specific for the site (low-lying coastal location approximately 6 ft.
above Mean Lower Low Water (MLLW), about 375 feet away from the Keehi Lagoon shoreline and
in close proximity to Airport's reef runway and other critical structures). We specifically stated that
exposed, low-lying coastal areas on Oahu, such as that of the proposed site, are particularly vulnerable
to the impacts of numerous potential natural disasters. Furthermore, we outlined thoroughly the
vulnerability of the proposed site due to its location in the tsunami inundation zone and its potential
exposure to weather-related hazards (particularly hurricane surges). Based on thorough assessment we
concluded that the site is particularly vulnerable to flooding by future hurricane surges and tsunamis,
which could pose environmental risks to public health and safety. Finally, we recommended that a site
further inland and at a higher elevation - and preferably further away from urban surroundings -
would be much safer.

All of the alternate sites evaluated in the Draft EA Supplement met to varying degrees the criteria of
being further inland, at higher elevation and outside potential hurricane surge and tsunami inundation
areas. Thus the concluding statement in Section 4.7 (p.44) that "the environmental impacts at
alternative sites generally would be similar to those at the proposed site and the five other sites the
Staff considered", is not correct. As our subsequent review indicates, four of the alternate sites meet
the criteria of being further inland, and outside potential hurricane surge and tsunami inundation
areas. Two of the alternate sites are at higher elevation. All sites are on firmer ground. Thus the
environmental impacts at the alternate sites would not be similar to those at the proposed Palekona
Street site. To a varying degree, all of the alternate sites (Table 3-) would be substantially safer.

Table 3 (from EA). Alternative Site Distance and Direction from Proposed Pa'ina Site

Site No. and Location Distance From Direction From
Proposed Site Proposed Site

Km (mi)

(1) 3209 Ualena Street, Honolulu, HI 96819 2.5 (1.5) NNE

(2) 92-1860 Kunia Road, Kunia, HI 96759 21.3 (13.2) NW

3) 99-941/99-951 Halawa Valley Street, Aiea, HI 96701 (6.9 (4.3) NNW

(4) 1849 Auiki Street, Honolulu, HI 69819 3.6 (2.2) ENE

(5) 5 Sand Island Access Road, Honolulu, HI 96819 3.3 (2.0) E
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REVIEW AND EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE SITES

The Draft Supplement to the Environmental Assessment (EA) identifies five locations as alternative
sites to the proposed site at Palekona Street, Honolulu, Hawaii. The locations of the five alternative
sites were described and summarized in Table 3 of the EA shown below. These alternate sites were
subsequently examined and potential environmental hazards were compared to those that could
impact the originally proposed site.

ALTERNATE SITE 1 - 3209 Ualena Street, Honolulu, HI 96819

As stated in the Draft Supplement, the Ualena Street site is located 2.5 km (1.5 mi) north-northeast of
the proposed site in an existing industrial area on airport property. As shown in the photo below, the
site includes an existing MJR warehouse that could be used for the irradiator. The geographical
coordinates are 21.334 N, 157.918 W., and the elevation is about 7 ft. above sea level. The site is
outside the tsunami evacuation area. Ground water can be expected to be intercepted at an average
depth of about seven to eight feet, near the contact between fill material and pre-existing marine soils.
Because of its much greater distance from Keehi Lagoon, it is highly unlikely that this site would be
affected by hurricane surges. Furthermore, the site is on much firmer ground that the originally
proposed site on Palekona Street. The only drawback would be its location in a densely populated area
- which because it is an industrial area is more populated during working hours. Its proximity to the
entrance of Honolulu Airport and to the roadways leading to it is a safety consideration that needs to
be addressed, as well as the impact an accident at the facility may have on airport operations.

Figure 3. Location of site as shown on USGS topographic map.
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Figure 4. Warehouse at 3209 Ualena Street

ALTERNATE SITE 2 - 92-1860 Kunia Road, Kunia, HI 96759
As stated, the Kunia,Road site is located 21.3 km (13.2 miles) from the proposed site in a developed
agricultural area at approximately 21.4575 N, 158.0768 W. The approximate elevation is 850 feet
above sea level. Geohydrologically, it is not clear whether the ground water supply below the site is
from the Waianae or the Koolau aquifers - as the accumulation of alluvial sediments from both the
Waianae and Koolau ranges would be expected to provide hydraulic continuity. Regardless of the
ground water source, the top of the Ghyben-Herzberg fresh water aquifer lens in the area is estimated
to be at about 830 feet below the surface. Because of its inland location, the Kunia Road alternate site
is not vulnerable to tsunamis or hurricane surges. Furthermore, the site not on reclaimed land; thus it
offers more protection from ground liquefaction or other collateral damages related to earthquakes.
The environmental impacts from natural phenomena would be a great deal less significant than those
at the proposed Palekona Street site. Finally, this site is not in a heavily populated area, thus it would
be a better choice for locating the irradiator.
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Figure 5. Google view of the Kunia general area

Figure 6. Location of site at 92-1860 Kunia Road, Kunia as shown on USGS topographic map.
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Figure 7. Photo of terrain near Site 2 at 92-1860 Kunia Road, in Kunia.

ALTERNATE SITE 3 - 99-941/99-951 Halawa Valley Street, Aiea, HI 96701

As the draft EA describes, the Halawa Valley Street site is located 6.9 km (4.3 mi) north-northwest of
the proposed Palekona Street site in an existing industrial area that currently houses the Honolulu
animal quarantine facilities. This Halawa site is close to the Port of Honolulu and its approximate
geographical coordinates are 21.375 N., 157.913 W., at an elevation of about 350 feet. Because of its
inland location, the Halawa alternate site is not vulnerable to tsunamis or hurricane surges. However,
it is located in a valley underlain by alluvial deposits and in close proximity to the Halawa stream.
Geohydrologically, the site is substantially higher above the Ghyben-Herzberg fresh water, Koolau
aquifer lens - the top of which is estimated to be about 330 feet below. Because of the extensive
accumulation of erosional deposits and stratigraphic unconformities, earthquake related intensities
would be relatively higher but not as strong as at the proposed Palekona Street site. Thus, the
environmental impacts from natural phenomena would be a great deal less significant.
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Figure 8. Google view of the general area east of Halawa and of Alternate Site 3 in relation to the
Halawa Stream (along line of trees) and of H3 Highway.

Figure 9. A closer view of the general area east of Halawa and of Site 3 near the Halawa Stream.
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Figure 10. Location of site at 99-941/99-951 Halawa Valley Street, Aiea, as shown on USGS
topographic map.

gure 11. Site 3 background area of

ALTERNATE SITE 4 - 1849 Auiki Street, Honolulu, HI 96819

The Auiki Street site is located 3.6 km (2.2 mi) east-northeast of the proposed site at Palekona Street.
The site is in an existing industrial area that currently houses the Honolulu plant quarantine facilities
and in close proximity to the Port of Honolulu. The approximate geographical coordinates of the site
are 21.321 N., 157.886 W. and its elevation is at about 7 ft. above sea level - outside the designated
tsunami evacuation zone. A portion of the site is elevated by an additional 2-3 feet. The
environmental impacts from natural phenomena would be a great deal less significant than those at the
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proposed site. The site is not vulnerable to tsunamis or hurricane surges. Furthermore it is underlain
by fill material, which is much better compacted and earthquake-related intensities would not be as
strong as at the proposed Palekona Street site.

M Ua

Figures 12 & 13. Alternate Site 4 - 1849 Auiki Street
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Figures 14 & 15. Areas adjacent to Alternate Site 4 - 1849 Auiki Street.
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Figures 16. Alternate Sites 4 and 5 - 1849 Auiki Street and 5 Sand Island Access Rd., as shown on USGS
topographic map.

Figures 17. Alternate 5 - 5 Sand Island Access Rd.
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ALTERNATE SITE 5 - 5 Sand Island Access Road, Honolulu, HI 96819

The Sand Island Access Road site is located 3.3 km (2.0 mi) east of the proposed site in an existing
industrial area that currently includes the former Kapalama Military Reservation. This site is close to
the Port of Honolulu and is undergoing redevelopment as part of harbor expansion projects. Its
approximate geographical coordinates are 21.316 N. 167.888 W. at an elevation of approximately 7
feet above mean water level.

Figure 18. Alternate Site 5 - Area adjacent to 5 Sand Island Access Rd. site (on right side of the photo)

gure 19. Photo of area adjacent to the 5
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Figure 2U. Photo ot area near ' band IslanC[ Access Kd. 1ite.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We disagree with the concluding statement in Section 4.7 (Summary - Alternative Sites Analysis,
p.4.4) of the Draft EA Supplement "that the environmental impacts at alternative sites generally would
be similar to those at the proposed site (on Palekona Street) and the five other sites the Staff
considered".

We conclude that the potential environmental impacts related to natural phenomena (earthquakes,
tsunamis, and hurricanes) at all five of the alternate sites under consideration will be different (in
varying degrees) and overall safer than those at the proposed Palekona Street site. The only exception
may be the Sand Island Rd. site, which is now included in the revised draft tsunami
inundation/evacuation zone proposed by the State Civil Defense Agency based on recently conducted
numerical modeling studies. However, it should be pointed out that these revisions - which also
removed the Palekona Street site from the Tsunami Inundation Zone - did not receive the full
consensus of the TTRC-Technical Oversight Working Group of the State Civil Defense on which I
served with Dr. Daniel Walker, Dr. Charles Mader, Dr. Fai Cheung, Dr. Paul Okubo, Dr. Zygmunt
Kowalik, Dr. Gerard Fryer, Dr. Charles McCreery, Dr. Laura Kong, Mr. George Curtis, Ms. Jeanne
Johnston, Mr. Joel Cline, Ms. Faye Chambers, Mr. Yoshiki Yamazaki, Ms. Sophie Munger, Mr. Joel
Hendrix and Mr. Stan Goosby.

At the time of the initial review by the Technical Oversight Working Group, the modeling studies for
the north shore of Oahu had an error of plus or minus 25% when trying to validate them with the
historical runup data. The percent error for the southern shore of Oahu is not known, but it may be
larger as the modeling study did not fully account for resonance effects, diffraction, tsunami energy
trapping and ducting and did not adequately simulate source characteristics and input parameters.
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The revised tsunami inundation limits derived by the numerical studies were subsequently endorsed
by the TTRC Group, but with reservations that:

(1) Runups and inundations may be underestimated because the tsunami source mechanism in
some instances may be more complex than the source mechanism of the earthquake derived only
from seismic waves. Or, in other words, the coupling mechanisms by which earthquake faulting
translates to tsunamigenic seafloor deformation may, in some instances, be poorly understood.

(2) Unusual underwater or shoreline barriers such as reefs, roads, trees, buildings, and other
structures or features could, in some areas, focus the tsunami so strongly that runups and
inundations would far exceed any estimates from shallow water modeling.

(3) Given these limitations, estimates of inundation should be based primarily, wherever possible,
on historical data. Such a historical database of information on runups exists for the Hawaiian
Islands. In addition, the historical database should include any data applicable to the Hawaiian
Islands from the recent Indian Ocean tsunami.

Specifically, four of the alternate sites are outside potential tsunami and hurricane surge inundation
areas, and all five are located on much firmer ground that the proposed site on Palekona Street. Three
of the alternate sites (Ualena and Auiki Streets and Sand Island Access Rd.) are located at elevations
of about 6-7 feet above sea level, similar to that of the proposed Palekona Street site. However, the
Ualena Street and Auiki Street sites are further inland. As mentioned, the recently revised draft maps
of the Civil Defense Agency have now placed the Sand Island Access Road site within a potential
tsunami inundation zone and have left the Palekona Street site outside that zone. However, the
revisions of these inundation limits are not supported by historical tsunami runup data, which the
technical oversight group emphasized should be given more credence than mere modeling. Finally,
because of its location, the Sand Island Access Road site is still considered to be much safer from
potential hurricane surge inundation than the Palekona Street site.

Geohydrologically, water and marine sediments will be intercepted at a shallow depth at the three
alternate sites on Ualena and Auiki Streets and Sand Island Rd. However, potential failure of the
shield pool or spillage of the coolant due to the direct flooding or collateral impact of a tsunami or
hurricane surge would be much less likely to occur at the sites on Ualena and Auiki Streets than at the
site on Sand Island Rd. Geohydrologically, the sites at Kunia and Halawa are relatively safe as the
ground water aquifers are at great depth below the surface.

Earthquake ground movements and seismic intensities will vary at all five alternate sites. Although
earthquakes that can affect the island of Oahu are rare, all five of the alternate sites are located on
soils that are better consolidated than the Palekona Street site and thus will not be affected to the same
degree by strong, seismic ground motions or potential ground liquefaction.

Finally, as far as public safety is concerned, at least three of the alternate sites under consideration are
located in areas with a lesser degree of urban development and population density than the Palekona
Street site. Thus, the Kunia site has the least urban development, followed by the sites on Halawa
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Valley Rd., Sand Island Road, Auiki Street and Ualena Street. The Ualena Street site is in area of
greater urban development and in closer proximity to the entrance of Honolulu Airport, which may be
a safety consideration in light of the impact that an accident at the irradiator may have on airport
operations.

In conclusion, in finalizing the EA Supplement, the Staff should revise its analysis to disclose the
differences in risks associated with the various site alternatives. All of the five alternate sites would
be safer in varying degrees than the proposed site at Palekona Street, with the Kunia site the safest
alternate location for the irradiator and the Halawa site the next safest.
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CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU
650 SOUTH KING STREET, 7 T" FLOOR - HONOLULU, HAWAII 96813

PHONE: (808) 768-8000 FAX: (808) 768-6041
DEPT. WEB SITE: www.honoluludip.orq * CITY WEB SITE: www.honollu..Qov

PETER B. CARLISLE DAVID K. TANOUE
MAYOR DIRECTOR

ROBERT M. SUMITOMO
DEPUTY DIRECTOR

2010/CUP-41(ST)

December 20, 2010

Mr. Michael Kohn, President
Paina Hawaii, LLC
P.O. Box 30542
Honolulu, Hawaii 96820

Dear Mr. Kohn:

Subject: Conditional Use Permit No. 2010/CUP-41
Paina Hawaii, LLC
92-1780 Kunia Road - Kunia
Tax Map Key 9-2-5: Portion of 23

The above application for a Conditional Use Permit (Major) to allow a major agricultural
products processing facility (produce irradiator), has been APPROVED, subject to conditions
contained in the attached "Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Decision and Order."

Any party wishing to appeal the Director's action must submit a written petition to the Zoning
Board of Appeals (ZBA) within 30 calendar days from the date of mailing or personal service of
the Director's written decision (ZBA Rules Relating to Procedure for Appeals, Rule 22-2,
Mandatory Appeal Filing Deadline). Essentially, the ZBA Rules require that the petitioner show
that the Director based his action on an erroneous finding of a material fact, and/or that the
Director acted in an arbitrary or capricious manner, or manifestly abused his discretion.
Generally, the ZBA can only consider the evidence previously presented to the Director of the
Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP). The filing fee for appeals to the ZBA is $200
(payable to the "City and County of Honolulu").

Failure to comply with ZBA Rules Chapter 22, Procedure for Appeals, may result in the
dismissal of the appeal. Copies of the ZBA Rules are available at the DPP. Appeals should be
.addressed to:

Zoning Board of Appeals
c/o Department of Planning and Permitting
650 South King Street, 7th Floor
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813



Mr. Michael Kohn
December 20, 2010
Page 2

If you have any questions, please contact Steve Tagawa of our staff at 768-8024.

David K. Tanoue, Director
Department of Planning and Permitting

DKT:cs

Attachment

cc: Hawaii Agricultural Research Center (Stephanie Whalen)
Wahiawa/Whitmore Village Neighborhood Board No. 26



IN THE MATTER

DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND PERMITTING
OF THE CITY AND COUNTY OF HONOLULU

STATE OF HAWAII

OF THE APPLICATION )
OF )
IAWAII, LLC ))
FOR A

FILE NO.
%L USE PERMIT )

PAINA I-

CONDITIONi
2010tCUP-41

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS
OF LAW, AND DECISION AND ORDER

I. APPLICATION

A. Basic Information:

APPLICANT: Paina Hawaii, LLC

LANDOWNER: Hawaii Agricultural Research Center (HARC)

AGENT: Michael Kohn

LOCATION: 92-1780 Kunia Road - Kunia (Exhibit A)

TAX MAP KEY: 9-2-5-: Portion 23 (Exhibit B)

LAND AREA: 38,300-Square Feet (Portion or a 119.09-Acre Lot)

STATE LAND USE DISTRICT: Agricultural District

ZONING: AG-i Restricted Agricultural District (Exhibit C)

EXISTING USE: Vacant warehouse

SURROUNDING LAND USE: Agricultural warehouses, reseakch facility, agricultural
fields

REQUEST: Conditional Use Permit - Major for an agricultural
products processing facility (produce irradiator).

The application was processed in accordance with Sections 21-2.40-2 and 21-2.90 of
the Land Use Ordinance (LUO).



B. Proposal: The Applicant proposes to operate an agricultural product processing facility
inside a 16,500-square-foot portion of the former Del Monte Packaging and Shipping
building (Exhibits D and D1). Inside the existing steel building, the Applicant will
construct an underwater commercial irradiator (Gray*Star Model Genesis II) that uses
low doses of ionizing radiation generated from cobalt-60 (Co-60) to treat fresh produce
and flowers for shipment to Mainland and overseas markets, which would otherwise be
prohibited (Exhibits E through J). The low-level irradiation, approved by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture (USDA), is an alternative to pesticide or heat treatment of
fruits and vegetables which the USDA considers host to insect pests, including fruit flies
and seed weevils.

The irradiator consists of the following:

Irradiator Pool - An 8 x 7 x 18 feet deep irradiator pool in which pallets of post-harvest,
ready-to-ship, fresh produce (i.e., final packaging for shipment), will be immersed for
timed exposure to the radiation source (Exhibit K). The irradiator pool consists of two
steel tanks, one inside the other (Exhibit L). The inner tank (which is in contact with the
irradiator water) would be made of one-quarter-inch thick stainless steel; the outer tank
would be one-quarter-inch thick carbon steel externally coated with polyurethane
material to protect against underground environmental conditions. The inner and outer
tanks would be separated with welded steel I-beams, with six inches of concrete
separating the tanks. The irradiator pool will be manufactured off-site, inspected for
leaks, and shipped to the proposed site for reinspection prior to installation.

Source holders, rack and plenum - The radioactive isotope Co-60 will be contained in
double encapsulated (sealed) tubes, rack, and plenum, which remain at the bottom of
the irradiator pool at all times (Exhibits K and M). The inner capsule or tube contains
nickel coated Co-60 metal slugs sealed in either stainless steel or zircalloy tubes with
two welded caps. The inner capsule is encased in the stainless steel outer capsule
which also has two welded end plugs. The source capsules (tubes) are mounted in a
rack which forms a manifold and comprise the source plenum.

Surge tank, hoist and overhead trolley - The overhead hoist and trolley (underhung) is
used to lift water-tight stainless steel containers (product bells) of post-harvest, ready-to-
ship, fresh produce into the irradiator pool for timed exposure to ttje radiation source
(Exhibits H through K). The product bell uses compressed heliuni to create positive
displacement which keeps produce dry (i.e., packages are never in contact with
irradiator water). Water displaced during the immersion of the product bell is captured
by the adjacent surge tank, which returns water to the irradiator pool when the bell is
lifted out of the pool (Exhibits K and L).

The Applicant plans to treat papayas, sweet potato, basil, as well ýs other tropical fruits
(e.g., rambutan, atemoya, lychee, longan, etc.), all of which are prý hibited from shipment
to the Mainland, Japan, Korea, etc., without treatment. The Food •nd Drug
Administration and USDA approved process is used in other parts of the U.S. and the
world. There are other treatment processes that allow shipment of island produce to
outside markets, such as the Vapor Heat Treatment and chemical fumigation using
Methyl Bromide. However, these processes negatively affect produce quality and/or
render them inferior or unsalable. Minor modifications to the exterior of the existing
warehouse will be required, including perimeter fencing, security doors, lighting, etc.
The proposed facility includes the surrounding 21,000-square-foot area around the
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warehouse, which consists of at-grade parking and loading areas. The establishment of
a major agricultural product processing facility use requires the approval of a Conditional
Use Permit-Major (CUP-M).

II. FINDINGS OF FACT

On the basis of the evidence presented, the Director has found:

A. Description of Site and Surrounding Uses: The site is along Kunia Road about 6.5 miles
north of the H-1 Freeway and 2.5 miles south of Wahiawa. Access to the site is from
Kunia Drive, off Kunia Road (Exhibits C, D, and E). The entire area is in the State Land
Use Agricultural District and zoned AG-1 Restricted Agricultural District. Schofield
Barracks and Wheeler Airfield, both zoned F-1 Military and Federal Preservation District,
are about one mile to the north. There is State Conservation District land zoned
P-1 Restricted Preservation District about one mile to the west of the site (Exhibits A and
B).

The project site is a 38,300-square-foot portion of the 119-acre lot (Parcel 23) that will be
leased from the fee owner, the HARC. It is part of the former Del Monte Packaging and
Processing warehouse which is currently vacant (Exhibits E and F). The parcel was
subdivided (File No. 2007/SUB-36) from a 2,515-acre lot for conveyance purposes to
allow the development of an agribusiness center and the retention of the 121-unit
housing village (Kunia Village) for farm laborers.

The soils of the area (Parcel 23) are classified as "B" through "E" and "N" under the
University of Hawaii Land Bureau Study (December 1972); and Unique Agricultural Land
under the Soil Conservation Service Agricultural Lands of Importance in the State of
Hawaii (ALISH) system. An "A" rating is given to lands with the highest productivity, "E"
is given to the lowest, and "N" is given to unclassified lands. The soils at the proposed
processing facility are rated "N" soils.

B. Site/Area History: The area is known as the Kunia Plantation Villqge, which was started
by Del Monte, formerly known as the California Packing Corporatipn, more than 100
years ago. The Del Monte Corporation had leased the Kunia Pladtation Village for the
cultivation and processing of pineapple and for worker housing from the former fee
owner, the James Campbell Company (JCC), along with 2,515 acres of surrounding
land. In 2006, Del Monte announced that it would cease operations when its lease
expired in 2008. The HARC, a nonprofit agricultural organization formerly the Hawaiian
Sugar Planters' Association), purchased the Kunia Plantation Village from the JCC with
the intent of maintaining the agricultural processing and manufacturing facilities for
agricultural businesses and support services; and the 121 farm dwelling units were to
remain as rentals for farm laborers. At that time, the HARC indicated that there were
approximately 12,000 acres of agricultural lands in the surrounding Kunia area and that
lands to the east and west of Kunia Road were either purchased or leased to agricultural
based companies. It was anticipated that over 1,300 agricultural positions would be
available and up to 100 new farms would be established.
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C. Proposed Structures: No new building construction is planned. All construction will
occur within a 16,500-square-foot portion of the existing 67,000-square-foot warehouse:

BUILDINGIUSE FLOOR AREA BUILI1NG AREA HEIGHT
(SQ. FT.) (SQ. FT.) (FEET)

Existing warehouse -
16,500 Square Feet 16,500 16,500 28

TOTAL

D. Schedule of Operations: Initially, the facility would accept shipments of five to ten trucks
of post-harvest and final-packaged produce per day. The facility would be open from
6:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m., five-days a week. The irradiator has the capacity to as much as
4,200 pounds of papayas, 1,800 pounds of basil, or 4,500 pounds of sweet potato an
hour.

E. Other Permits and Approvals:

1. Building Permit: The installation of the underwater commercial irradiator within
the existing warehouse and perimeter fencing will require a building permit.

2. Zoninq Variance: On November 13, 2008, the Director of the Department of
Planning of Permitting (DPP) approved Variance No. 2008IVAR-26 to allow the
reconstruction of the 121 farm dwellings, a meeting facility (gym), two chapels,
and a retail store on the 119-acre site.

3. Subdivision: On November 9, 2007, Subdivision No. 2007/S UB-36 was
approved for consolidation and resubdivision of the subject '119-acre lot (Parcel
23) from a 2,515-acre lot.

F. Environmental Review: The project is not subject to the State environmental review
requirements of Chapter 343, Hawaii Revised Statutes.

G. State Land Use: The proposed produce irradiator facility is a permitted use pursuant to
State Land Use Law, Section 205-4.5(a)(1 0) "Buildings and uses, lincluding but not
limited to mill, storage, and processing facilities, maintenance facilities, and vehicle and
equipment storage areas that are normally considered directly accessory to the above
mentioned uses and are permitted under section 205-2(d)."

H. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC): The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
(NRC) is responsible for the licensing of civilian use of nuclear material and facilities
within the U.S. pursuant to Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations (10 CFR), Part
51, "Environmental Protection Regulations for Domestic Licensing, and Related
Regulatory Functions." The Applicant must obtain a license from the NRC in order to
purchase, ship and construct the proposed irradiator facility. The Applicant will file its
application to the NRC pending the outcome of this CUP-M application.
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Generally, the licensing of underwater commercial irradiators are categorically excluded
from the preparation of National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) environmental
review as described in the NRC regulations at 10 CFR 51.22(c)(14)(vii). On June 23,
2005, the Applicant filed for a material license for a similar facility near the Honolulu
International Airport (Palekona Street at the end of Keehi Lagoon Drive). Pursuant to a
settlement agreement (NRC2006a) with Concerned Citizens of Honolulu (Earth Justice),
who were interveners in the adjudicatory hearing on the license application, the NRC
staff prepared an NEPA Environmental Assessment.

On August 17, 2007, the NRC issued a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) and
granted the Applicant a Materials License (No. 53-29296-01). The Concerned Citizens
of Honolulu challenged the NRC's FONSI and Final Environmental Assessment (EA).
The adjudicatory Board found that the Final EA needed to address three areas in order
to comply with NEPA requirements; those were: 1) The environmental impacts of
accidents in the transport of the Co-60 to the irradiator; 2) e-beam technology as an
alternative to Co-60 radiation; and 3) alternative sites for the irraiiator.

On December 2, 2010, the NRC issued a draft supplement to the Final EA. Completion
of this NEPA document is pending.

Public Aqency Review and Comment: Public agency input on the impact of the project
on their facilities and services were solicited by the DPP. Agency concerns are
incorporated and relevant comments are addressed in Section III, Analysis of this report.

J. Public Notification and Comments: On May 17, 2010, the Applicant presented its
proposal to the Wahiawa-Whitmore Village Neighborhood Board No. 26 (Board). The
Board voted unanimously to support the proposal. The minutes of the Board reflect the
presentation and vote of the Neighborhood Board.

Upon acceptance of the application for processing on August 19, 2010, informational
notices were sent by the DPP to various community organizations and public officials.

Pursuant to LUO Section 2.40-2 (c)(3), the Applicant was required to notify owners of
property located within 300 feet of the site concerning its application, within ten working
days of the DPP acceptance of the application (September 3, 2010).

The Applicant sent out the notices of application on August 27, 2q 10. The Applicant was
required to post a "Notice of Pending Permit" sign along the street frontage of the
affected site at least 14 days prior (September 28, 2010) to the scheduled public hearing
date of October 12, 2010. The Applicant submitted photographic evidence on
September 29, 2010, which shows that the signs were posted on September 28, 2010.

On October 11, 2010, Earth Justice submitted a letter requesting that the DPP postpone
it decision on the CUP-M to await the preliminary decision on the completion of the EA
by the NRC in December 2010, and the final decision anticipated in March of 2011.
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K. Public Hearing: Pursuant to LUO Section 2.40-2(c)(6), a public hearing was held by the
DPP at 10:30 a.m. on October 12, 2010 at the City Council Committee Meeting Room
(No. 205), Second Floor, 530 South King Street, Honolulu, Hawaii. In addition to the
Applicant and his attorney, there were 25 members of the community in attendance. All
interested parties were given an opportunity to voice their comments and concerns. Oral
testimony was presented by 18 members of the public.

Seventeen persons provided testimony in support of the proposal. Testimony was
provided by various farmers, representatives from the State Departments of Agriculture
and Health, and industry individuals, explaining how the proposed facility would allow the
quarantined produce to be shipped outside of the State to off-shore markets including
the continental U.S. and international destinations. Written testimony was previously
submitted by the U.S. Department of Agriculture staff regarding other irradiators which
are in operation on the Mainland.

The member of Earth Justice requested the DPP postpone its decision on the CUP-M
application until the NEPA EA was completed. He stated that its role (Earth Justice) was
to ensure that all governmental agencies receive all relevant information regarding both
the normal and the adverse operation of the proposed facility.

L. Flood District: The site is in Flood Zone D, as determined by the Federal Flood
Insurance Rate Map (FIRM), revised June 2, 2005 Community Panel No. 15003C0210F
(panel not printed, as indicated in the "Map Index"), areas in which flood hazards are
undetermined, but possible. This zone is not subject to LUO Flood District requirements

M. Central Oahu Sustainable Communities Plan (SCP): The proposed facility generally
meets the elements, policies, and guidelines set forth in the Central Oahu SCP. The site
is identified as one for preservation of historic function and character (Section 3.7.2.1).
The use of the existing Del Monte facility is also encouraged by the SCP in that the
exterior appearance of the structure will be minimally changed (Section 3.7.3.2). The
success of this facility will contribute to the continuation of agricultural operations and
directly support the continued, if not expanded use, of adjacent agricultural lands
(Section 3.7.3.5). This area along Kunia Road is also identified as aone of two
Enterprise Zones (southern) which allow qualifying business favorable tax and fee
considerations to encourage business activity (Section 2.2.5).

Ill. ANALYSIS

The Director of the Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP) may allow a conditional use
upon finding that the proposed use satisfies the following criteria:

A. The proposed use is permitted as a conditional use in the underlying zoning
district and conforms to the requirements of the Land Use Ordinance (LUO).

Pursuant to LUO Section 21-3.50-1 (c) [Table 21-3.1], a major agricultural products
processing facility is a permitted use in the AG-1 Restricted Agricultural District with an
approved Conditional Use Permit-Major.
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1I

Zoning District Development Standards: AG-1 Restricted Agricultural District
(LUO Section 21-3.50-1)

STANDARD LUO PROVISION " ROECT SITE
Minimum Lot Area 5 acres 119 acres
Minimum Lot
DepthAWidth 150 ft. 1,800/3,000 ft.
Yards :

Front' 15 ft. 21 ft. (Kunia Drive)
Side/Rear 10 ft. > loft,

Maximum Building 10% of zoning lot < 100% of zoning lot
Area (511,830 sq. ft.) (est. 411,000 sq. ft.*)
Maximum Height 15-25 ft. 28 ft.
Height Setback Per Sec. 21-3.50-4(c) Complies

* The total is based on non-residential structures in the Director's Report for Variance

No. 2008/VAR-26, compiled with a total building area for 121 farm dwellings using a
conservative (generous) average unit size of 2, 000 sq. ft.

The proposed facility will comply with all district development standards, except
for maximum building height; the existing building exceeds the LUO height limit
by three feet. However, since the Applicant will not be altering the exterior of the
existing building, there will be no increase in nonconformity.

2. Specific Use Development Standards: Agricultural Products Processing
(LUO Section 5.20)

STANDARD LUO PROVISION PROJECT SITE
Distance No major agricultural products processing There are no non-

use shall be located within 1,500 feet of agricultural zoning lots
any zoning lot in a Country, Residential, within this distance.
Apartment, Apartment Mixed Use or
Resort District. When it can be Note: The nearest farm
determined that potential impacts will be dwelling of Kunia Village
adequately mitigated due to prevailing (w ich is on the same
winds, terrain, technology or similar zorIing lot) is about 1,230
considerations, this distance may be feet away (southwest).
reduced, provided that at no time shall the
distance be less than 500 feet.

The DPP records indicate that the nearest Apartment District is about two miles
to the east and the Wheeler Airfield (F-1 District) is about a mile north of the site.
Therefore, the proposal complies with this standard. The rnearest dwelling at the
Kunia Village, which is within this zoning lot, is about 1,2301 feet southwest of the
project site. I

There are no landscaping, screening and buffering standards required for the
AG-1 District (LUO Sections 21-4.70 and 21-4.70-1). However, the existing
building is set back about 300 feet from Kunia Road and there is some
intervening roadside vegetation which partially screens the warehouses.
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3. Of-SreLetarkingand LoadingRequirements:

There is approximately 21,000 square feet of paved area fronting the existing
warehouse building (Exhibit D and E). The Applicant's Parking Plan designates
11 LUO complaint parking spaces (Exhibit N). Based on the 16,500-square-foot
size of the processing facility, two loading spaces are required. The Parking Plan
includes two LUO compliant loading spaces.

4. Signs: The Applicant did not submit a proposal for signage. Signage must
comply with the LUO sign regulations enumerated in Article 7, unless modified by
the Director of the DPP under the CUP-M.

B. The site is suitable for the proposed use considering size, location, topography,
infrastructure and natural features.

I1. Size, Location, Topography, and Natural Features: The 119-acre site is suitable
for the agricultural products processing facility. Its former use as the Del Monte
shipping and processing facility provides the space, location and natural features
which can easily accommodate the proposed facility.

The suitability of the soil to construct the irradiator pool will be carefully reviewed
by the NRC, which will require that a detailed soils analysis be conducted (i.e.,
for stability, acidity, possible liquifaction, etc.)

An archaeological literature search or field inspection was not conducted for this
site. Since construction of the irradiator pool inside the existing warehouse will
require excavation to a depth below 18 feet of the surface, it is possible that
unknown historic or cultural remains may be encountered. In order to protect
possible historic sites, pre-contact or post-contact, a standard "stop work"
condition will be imposed as a condition of approval.

2. Infrastructure:

a. Water: The Applicant does not anticipate a significant demand for water
resources. No washing of produce is proposed nor is any maintenance of
delivery vehicles anticipated at this facility. The produce to be processed
will be post-harvest and packed for shipping. The reopening of packaging
would not be allowed (i.e., an opportunity for recontamination). Water
demand for the irradiator pool will be minimal (i.e., to maintain level
changes due to evaporation only). Various producers or vendors will
transport the produce to and from the irradiator facillity. The fee owner
(HARC) has a daily allocation (Water Commission) of about 600,000
gallons per day, of which only a fraction is currently used. Therefore, a
separate CUP condition is not required.
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b. Wastewater: The site is serviced by the existing private sewer system
operated by HARC, which is located about 1,3001feet south of the site.
Operation of the irradiator does not produce wastewater (i.e., irradiator
pool water does not leave the pool). Wastewater generated by staff will
be collected from lavatories which are connected to the existing
wastewater treatment plant. Therefore, a separate CUP condition is not
required.

c. Fire: The operation of the irradiator does not involve heat or flammable
gases. The fire threat to the proposed facility is similar to other storage
and shipping operations. The Applicant indicates that there is a fire
hydrant on the opposite end of the existing warehouse complex
(southwest), about 300 feet from the site. The Honolulu Fire Department
(HFD) provides fire protection from the Wahiawa Fire Station No. 16,
located at 640 California Avenue, which is 3.5 miles northeast of the site.
Civil and construction drawings must be submitted to the HFD for review
and approval. At that time, apparatus access, water supply, and exterior
wall distances shall be evaluated as part of the development permits for
the project; therefore, a separate CUP condition is not required.

d. Police: Security concerns for the proposed facility are strictly reviewed by
the NRC. The site is serviced by patrol officers from the Wahiawa Station
(District 2, Sector 2), located at 330 North Cane Street, about 3.6 miles
away.

e. Solid Waste: No toxic or hazardous wastes are produced by the normal
operation of the proposed facility. Ordinary solid waste (i.e., paper, wood,
damaged packaged produce, etc.) will be collected weekly and disposed
by a private collection service.

f. Grading, Drainage and Flood Requirements: No grading is proposed. If
substantial grading (more than 50 cubic yards) is necessary, the
Applicant must obtain a grading permit which requires that he submit a
drainage report to the DPP Civil Engineering Branph for review and
approval.

The site drains toward Kunia Road and down the hill (south), toward the
Kunia Village and the wastewater treatment plant 1,300 feet from the site.
There are no drains and or culverts shown on site plans. There is an
existing remediation area southwest of the site. Any grading requires use
of Best Management Practices (BMPs) during construction. Therefore, a
separate CUP condition is not required.

g. Access and Circulation: Vehicular access is via Kunia Drive, a two-way
street with a 20-foot pavement width and unimproved shoulders within a
24-foot right-of-way off Kunia Road. The proposed low volume of traffic,
five to ten truck trips per day, would not change traffic patterns to this
once high-volume plantation productions facility. Therefore, a separate
CUP condition to mitigate access or circulation impacts is not required.
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C. The proposed use will not alter the character of the surrounding area in a manner
substantially limiting, impairing, or precluding the use of surrounding properties
for the principal uses permitted in -the underlying zoning district.

The project site is in the AG-1 Restricted Agricultural District, which is intended for
agricultural uses and associated agricultural uses. Based on the proposed treatment of
post-harvest produce, which is packaged for shipping, the facility would not alter the
character of this once high-volume, plantation agriculture facility, or the character of the
neighborhood and surrounding area. It will not limit, impair or precliude other agricultural
uses which may be pursued by others.

1. Short-Term Impacts: Any short-term impacts (i.e., fugitive dust) involved in the
construction of the irradiator within the warehouse building or the perimeter,
chain-link fencing would be minimal and short-lived. Activities associated with
the construction of the project must comply with the State Department of Health
Administrative Rules, Chapter 11-46 "Community Noise Control." This
compliance applies to permissible sound levels of construction equipment and
on-site vehicles, including stationary equipment, such as electricity generators.

2. Long-Term Impacts:

a. Visual: The proposed facility will be in a nonconforming structure
(warehouse) which at 28 feet high exceeds the AG-1 District height limit.
The existence of the structure was recognized in Variance 2008NAR-26,
granted on November 13, 2008. Since no new exterior construction is
proposed, no visual impacts are anticipated,

b. Lighting: No lighting plan was submitted. Any exterior lighting to be
installed, including lighting for off-hours safety or security purposes, could
have impacts on adjoining lots and/or uses. Such impact should be
minimized to the extent possible. Therefore, as a condition of approval,
all exterior lighting should be required to be shielded and directed away
from any adjoining lots.

c. Noise: The Applicant indicates that the processing (irradiation) will
generate little noise which will not be noticeable to surrounding business
or landowners. The nearest plantation dwelling is about 1,230 feet to the
southwest. Therefore, no CUP condition for noise mitigation is
necessary.

d. Traffic: Although there was no Traffic Impact Assessment Report
prepared, the low volume of truck trips per day is far below the capacity of
this site, which was once a high-volume plantation production operation.
Therefore, no CUP condition for traffic mitigation is. necessary.

e. Security and Safety: The NRC strictly controls all radiological security
and safety issues in connection with the issuance of a material license to
receive CO-60. These controls include the delivery of the radiation
source, operational and off-hours security measures, protocols for normal
and adverse conditions, including natural disasters, and terrorism threats
that must be addressed. Reporting and monitoring of radiation levels are
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strictly required of the Applicant. A standard condition will be imposed
which allows the CUP to be reevaluated if it is determined that the
impacts of the facility are greater than anticipated.

D. The use at its proposed location will provide a service or facility that will
contribute to the general welfare of the community-at-large or surrounding
neighborhood.

The proposed agricultural product processing facility will provide services that will
contribute to the general welfare of the community-at-large. The facility will enable
farmers and producers of agricultural products whom are currently prohibited from
shipment those products to Mainland and oversees markets, to ship to those markets.
The use of the USDA approved treatment process for papayas, and other fresh produce
would significantly allow for greater production and therefore, promote the active use of
currently fallow agricultural lands and enhance the diversification of the agriculture in the
Leeward area and greater Oahu.

The existing accessory agricultural facility (e.g. former packaging and shipping
warehouses) which contributed to excess building density (lot coverage) and
nonconforming building height (28 verses 25 feet limit) within the. AG-1 District, was
acknowledged under the previous zoning variance. The adaptive reuse of this existing
warehouse building will not adversely limit, impair or preclude use of the surrounding
neighborhood. The facilities will provide construction jobs in the short-term, and
employment in the long-term for up to 6 full-time or part-time employees.

IV. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

The Director hereby makes the following Conclusions of Law:

A. The proposed agricultural product processing facility is permitted as a conditional use in
the AG-1 Restricted Agricultural District with an approved Conditional Use Permit-Major,
and meets the yard and height setbacks requirements of the Land Use Ordinance
(LUO). Previous nonconformities (height, building area) were recognized in Zoning
Variance No. 2008/MAR-26.

B. The proposed facility complies with the zoning requirement and the site is suitable for
the proposed use (agricultural product processing) considering its size and shape,
location, topography, and available infrastructure and other natural features.

C. The produce irradiator facility meets applicable LUO requirements. Thus, it will not alter
the characterof the surrounding area in a manner substantially limiting, impairing or
precluding the use of surrounding properties for the principal uses permitted in the
underlying zoning district, provided the use meets the conditions listed in the following
Decision and Order.

D. The proposed major agricultural product processing facility will provide a service and/or
facility which will contribute to the general welfare of the surrounding neighborhood and
community-at-large.
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V. DECISION AND ORDER

Pursuant to the foregoing Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the' Director of the
Department of Planning and Permitting (DPP) hereby APPROVES the request for a Conditional
Use Permit-Major (CUP-M), to allow a major agricultural product processing facility (produce
irradiator) in the AG-1 Restricted Agricultural District, subject to the following conditions:

A. Prior to the initiation of use of the facility or issuance of a Certificate of Occupancy (CO),
the Applicant shall provide the DPP with evidence (e.g., letter, sign-off of plans, etc.)
confirming the Applicant's compliance with its material license from the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

B. The operation and development of the agricultural products processing facility shall be in
general conformance with the operations described herein, and shown on plans and
drawings attached hereto as Exhibits D through P. Any modification to the project
and/or plans shall be subject to review and approval of the Director of the DPP. Major
modifications shall require a new Conditional Use Permit.

C. All lighting shall be subdued or shielded to prevent glare and light spillage on adjacent
surrounding lots.

D. Approval of this CUP-M does not constitute compliance with other ILand Use Ordinance
or governmental requirements, including building and/orsign permit approval. They are
subject to. separate review and approval. The Applicant will be responsible for insuring
that the final plans for the project approved under this action complies with all applicable
codes and other governmental provisions and requirements.

E. The Applicant shall obtain the required building permits and initiate construction of the
approved agricultural product processing facility within two years from the date of this
approval, or the CUP-M shall lapse.

F. If, during construction, any previously unidentified archaeological sites or remains (such
as artifacts, shell, bone, or charcoal deposits, human burials, rock. or coral alignments,
pavings, or walls) are encountered, the Applicant shall stop work and contact the State
Historic Preservation Division (SHPD) immediately. Work in the immediate area shall be
stopped until SHPD is able to assess the impact and make further recommendations for
mitigative activity.

G. The Applicant and/or landowner shall submit written notification to. the Director of the
DPP of any change in use, including the addition of any accessory uses and/or
structures, or termination of any use on the property. In the case of any addition and/or
change in use, the Director shall determine if the proposed change requires minor or
major modification of the CUP-M. In the event that there is a change in ownership, the
Director shall notify the new owner (by copy of the CUP-M report) that the site and/or
facility are permitted and/or governed by this CUP-M and that compliance with all
conditions of approval is required.
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H. The Director may modify the conditions of the CUP-M by imposing additional conditions,
modifying existing conditions, or deleting conditions deemed satisfied upon a finding that
circumstances related to the approved project have significantly changed so as to
warrant a modification to the conditions of approval.

The Director of the DPP may reevaluate the CUP-M after construction of the facilities to
determine if visual, noise, or other impacts are significantly greater than anticipated (i.e.,
as represented by the Applicant). The Director may impose additional conditions to
mitigate greater adverse impacts, or revoke the CUP-M if adverse impacts cannot be
mitigated.

J. In the event of the noncompliance with any of the conditions set forth herein, the Director
of the DPP may terminate all uses approved under this CUP-M, or halt their operation
until all conditions are met or may declare the CUP-M null and void or seek civil
enforcement; provided that, for good cause, the Director may amend the above
conditions.

Dated at Honolulu, Hawaii, this 20th day of December, 2010.

Department of Planning and Permitting
City and County of Honolulu
State of Hawaii

David K. Tanoue, Director
DKT:cs

Attachments
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